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The article entitled “The Perceived Coerciveness of Involuntary Outpatient Commitment: Findings from an Experimental Study” offers an important evolution in an area that informs the mental health law and policy debate on mandating treatment.1 Swartz et al., and in particular the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, are to be commended for their continued commitment to understanding the impact of the violence-competence-coercion triad on development of mental health policy. It is, however, the promise of an elaboration of the generated data, which the authors suggest may be available, that offers the most hope for answering difficult questions. It is hardly news that persons subject to outpatient commitment (OPC) perceive themselves to be coerced. It is important that analysis of the data gathered demonstrate a link between a greater level of perceived coercion and poor insight into illness (among others). If, as the authors suggest, further analysis can contrast the perception of coercion among persons who improve and do not improve under OPC, then as the authors hypothesize, we may be able to determine whether some lost autonomy is to be tolerated if outcomes improve.

Society yearns for simple black-box solutions to difficult problems. If the subject is guilt or innocence, we turn to lie detectors, breathalyzers, and DNA testing. When the problem is mandated treatment of any kind, we seek algebraic-like equations so that subjective moral judgments can somehow assume a mantle of objective justification. The ability to determine with some degree of uniformity, when and to what degree coercion is appropriate (if ever) in the treatment of disease, and in particular the treatment of mental illness, has long been a goal of behavioral science literature and research. We seek a formula to predict appropriate levels of coercion by factoring a risk/benefit analysis, with elements of violence risk-potential assessment and an allowance for competency. The result could then be considered while applying the appropriate standard of proof: “the degree of confidence our society thinks [the decision maker] should have in the correctness of factual conclusions for a particular type of [decision].”2

High risk of violence potential, coupled with treatment demonstrated to be efficacious for this individual, may, for example, require proof of incompetency to be supported by only a fair preponderance of the evidence and may tolerate some level of coercion. Low risk coupled with a moderately effective treatment regimen may require proof of incompetency beyond a reasonable doubt and may tolerate little loss of autonomy. If not justifying the means, this would at least allow the clinician some comfort level when making the decision to intrude on personal autonomy.

From 1955 to 1998 the state hospital inpatient population in the United States dropped from its peak census of approximately 559,000 to 57,151.3 There are many factors that contributed to this decrease. Some of the most salient of these include the introduction of effective pharmacotherapy in the 1950s, the amendments to the 1935 Social Security Act that created supplemental security disability income (SSDI) in 1956, Medicaid and Medicare in
Nine years earlier, Judge Bazelon wondered, however: “How real is the promise of individual autonomy for a confused person set adrift in a hostile world?”14 His inquiry foreshadows Chief Justice Burger’s pronouncement that, “One who is suffering from a debilitating mental illness and in need of treatment is neither wholly at liberty nor free of stigma.”

If, as the article suggests and its underlying study found, sustained OPC combined with frequent services can improve some outcomes, then we must still ask whether obtaining this improvement is worth the price of the increase in coercion. We must also decide which factors are the operative ones. Is coercion required, or would frequent services alone be sufficient? A recent randomized study concluded that enhanced services made a positive difference in the postdischarge outcomes (including differences in number of hospitalizations and arrests) in both a court-ordered OPC group and a control group. The researchers found that “the court order itself had no discernible added value in producing better outcomes.”15 Measuring the perception of coercion allows us to consider the impact on those persons whose opinion on coercion matters most (in this context): the person being coerced.

This assumes that we are all talking about the same phenomenon. What is coercion? Does perceiving coercion when a person is delusionally paranoid actually mean that coercion has occurred? On what grounds do we justify the use of coercion? An important question to resolve is whether the coercion has any measurable effect on the improvement noted. Swartz et al. correctly point out that further analysis is necessary to contrast coercion among persons who improve and do not improve under OPC, to test whether some lost autonomy is to be tolerated if outcomes improve.

Another component of the equation is the matter of competency. What is competency? Are sliding scales of competency required? Or is it simply that the competency assessment actually entails a multivariate clinical assessment of capacity in a variety of different realms? Because these decisions often involve a legal process, it is important to remember that competency is a legal concept. It can be formally determined only through legal proceedings.16 In his provocative editorial, “Donut Shop Diversion Program,” Jeffrey Geller, MD,17 wonders why we don’t offer a choice of “weight reduction clinic or jail” to
overweight individuals who try to enter donut shops. He argues that we would be reducing obesity, decreasing health care costs, saving hospital beds, and improving the quality of life of the overweight citizen. He points out that informed consent is hardly the issue. Many persons with mental illness are capable of giving informed consent. The finding by Swartz et al. that “individuals with lower insight or awareness of illness during the study period felt more coerced” suggests that perhaps a link exists between perceived coercion and competency if competency is measured in terms of insight into illness.

Legal history is replete with examples of the legal, and often the criminal justice, system’s being brought to bear on the system of care for the mentally ill. As early as 1676 for example, a statute of the Massachusetts Bay Colony authorized town selectmen to care for those deemed dangerously distracted so that they not “dumify others.”518 The system of care most frequently used was commitment to the local jail.

The article raises two additional questions that we discovered but were unable to address in our analysis of a competency-based system of outpatient treatment in Massachusetts.19 The first is the question of enforcement of the pick-up orders by law enforcement and transport of the subjects to treatment. Our quasiexperimental study found that records were not sufficiently well documented to assess the number of times the authority was actually used. Anecdotal evidence, however, showed that the orders were only sporadically used in the three-year period we observed. It would be helpful if the authors could review the (we hope) more elaborate records in North Carolina to determine whether the threat of the order or its actual use are in any way associated with compliance with treatment. Additionally, because we were studying an event that occurred naturally without our structuring it, we could not assess the impact of increased activity by case managers on compliance with treatment. This problem may also have an impact on the process. Swartz et al. point to the involvement of case managers as an element in perceived coercion, but did the contact, apart from its compulsive element, have a positive effect when no coercion was perceived?

Much unfinished work remains in this area, but the important extension of the knowledge base and the promise of more to come from these researchers bodes well for those persons we seek to serve.
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